A Guide To Astrophotography With Digital Slr Cameras
dslr astrophotography - bf-astro - dlsr wide-field astrophotography the advantages itÃ¢Â€Â™s
relatively inexpensive all you need is a dlsr camera
telescope types and designs - sangamon astronomical society - telescope types and designs
there are three basic types of optical telescopes  refractor, newtonian reflector and
catadioptric. all of these telescopes are designed to collect light and bring it to a focus point so
black borg series - hutech - project 2014x2 is expected to be released in the summer of 2014. this
will be the largest aperture in the borg family since the 125sd was sold out.
usb guide port adapter user manual - shoestring astronomy - page 2 introduction the shoestring
astronomy usb guide port adapter is designed to allow personal computers to control st-4 compatible
autoguider ports as found on many telescope
ieq45 protm equatorial mount instruction manual - ioptron - 6 2. ieq45 protm mount assembly
2.1. parts list1 there are three shipping boxes for an ieq45 pro mount (#8000e). one box contains an
eq mount, an 8407+ hand controller and a vixen/losmandy dual dovetail saddle (attached to the
mount).
building a roll-off roof observatory for under $1,300 - building a roll-off roof observatory for under
$1,400 : chanan greenberg page 1 building a roll-off roof observatory for under $1,400 by chanan
greenberg
olympus ttl direct (off-the-film) light measuring system - to an om-2 owner the om-2 is a unique
35mm single lens reflex, utilizing the olympus ttl direct (off-the-film) light measuring system for
unprecedented accuracy of automatic exposure.
images of the month - new hampshire astronomical society - vol. 2013, no. 7 newsletter of the
new hampshire astronomical society july 2013 images of the month on july 19, nasa urged earthlings
to wave at saturn from 5:27pm edt as cassini imaged the earth-moon system from about 900 million
miles away (this had been done before, shown above left).
astronomy - university of south africa - 12 astronomy (offered by the department of mathematical
sciences) telephone number 012 429 6202 1 introduction astronomy is one of the oldest and, at the
same time, one of the most modern natural sciences.
instruction manual - lx200 classic telescopes - instruction manual 7" lx200 maksutov-cassegrain
telescope 8", 10", and 12" lx200 schmidt-cassegrain telescopes meade instruments corporation
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